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Abstract: Image-based techniques have become integral to the construction sector, aiding in project
planning, progress monitoring, quality control, and documentation. In this paper, we address two key
challenges that limit our ability to fully exploit the potential of images. The first is the “semantic
gap” between low-level image features and high-level semantic descriptions. The second is the lack
of principled integration between images and other digital systems used in construction, such as
construction schedules and building information modeling (BIM). These challenges make it difficult to
effectively incorporate images into digital twins of construction (DTC), a critical concept that addresses
the construction industry’s need for more efficient project management and decision-making. To
address these challenges, we first propose an ontology-based construction image interpretation
(CII) framework to formalize the interpretation and integration workflow. Then, the DiCon-SII
ontology is developed to provide a formalized vocabulary for visual construction contents and
features. DiCon-SII also acts as a bridge between images and other digital systems to help construct
an image-involved DTC. To evaluate the practical application of DiCon-SII and CII in supporting
construction management tasks and as a precursor to DTC, we conducted a case study involving
drywall installation. Via this case study, we demonstrate how the proposed methods can be used to
infer the operational stage of a construction process, estimate labor productivity, and retrieve specific
images based on user queries.

Keywords: ontology; semantic image interpretation (SII); construction; digital twin construction (DTC)

1. Introduction

Image-based technologies are increasingly used at construction sites due to their
affordability and ability to capture construction process scenes, thus supporting onsite
management and the situational awareness of all stakeholders [1,2]. The use of image-
based approaches in the construction domain has been explored for various applications,
including resource tracking [3], workspace assessment [4], operation process monitoring [5],
and productivity evaluation [6].

A key challenge with image-based approaches is interpreting image and video data
effectively, such as by inferring the states, progress, or stages of the construction process.
Traditionally, this requires experienced labor to manually analyze and interpret the image
scenes. To automate this, a machine has to bridge the “semantic gap”, which refers to the
challenge of linking low-level image features (such as entities’ visual features, including
edges, textures, colors, basic shapes, and relationships with other entities) to high-level
concepts (the meaningful information behind the image scene, such as “this is a drywall”,
“the drywall is in the framing stage”, etc.). Modern computer vision techniques have
made significant advancements in bridging the semantic gap by excelling at tasks like
image classification [3], object detection [7,8], and image captioning [9,10], but it is now
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increasingly being accepted that correspondence with background knowledge is essential
for an effective scene understanding system. When mapped to knowledge of construction
processes in general and the specifics of a construction project in particular, CV-based
interpretations of image scenes can become more reliable and actionable. Systems that
achieve this mapping are rare in the construction domain.

Another challenge with image-based approaches is that they lack interoperability with
other construction information systems [11]. As the adoption of the digital twin construc-
tion (DTC) concept increases, images could serve as an important element of DTC [11,12].
The strength of images reflects the real-time or semi-real-time progress of physical/actual
objects captured in images. However, there are other information communication technol-
ogy (ICT) systems that could provide enriched contextual digitalized content about the
construction process that cannot be obtained from the construction images. These systems
include construction schedules, building information modeling (BIM) [13], sensors and
the internet of things (IoT) [14,15], and indoor positioning systems (IPSs) [16,17]. These
systems are essential elements of a DTC and complement images to comprehensively reflect
the actual construction process. For example, the construction schedule could provide the
as-planned task information. BIM could provide detailed product information about the
building object, while IoT systems could provide the measurement of condition properties,
like temperature and relative humidity. Thus, to enable a DTC that involves an image, a
principled method of integrating image information with that from other ICT systems is
required [18,19].

To address the challenges of interpretation and integration outlined above, we propose to
cast the problem of understanding a construction scene as a semantic image interpretation
(SII) [20] task to be achieved in conjunction with a construction ontology. The goal of SII is
to generate a semantically rich structured description of an image that describes the objects
in the image, along with further information about their types, attributes, and the relations
between other objects, thus enabling further image interpretation based on background
knowledge [20,21]. The knowledge is contained in an ontology, which provides a formal
vocabulary to describe image contents and implicit knowledge to infer higher-level image
semantics [20,22]. Once inferred, the image semantics can be integrated with data from
other ICT systems.

Recently, a few studies in the construction domain have explored the use of ontologies
to interpret image semantics [9,23]. These studies successfully presented specific solutions
that use image semantics to address the theme of construction safety to investigate job
hazards. However, they only provided a partially structured description of image scene
contents, which is insufficient to develop holistic SII. Meanwhile, as SII is a goal-oriented
task, the results vary based on the goals of interpretation [24]. To the best of our knowledge,
no previous work presents a systematic framework for building SII in the construction
domain. These previous works also did not attempt to link image semantics to other digital
data sources, thereby narrowing their usability from the point of view of DTC, which
requires data fusion. Thus, a generic ontology that can holistically represent and integrate
construction image semantics with other data sources is still missing.

Firstly, we propose ontology-based construction SII (CII), a conceptual framework to
describe the workflow of interpretation and integration to establish a DTC that involves
image semantics. Secondly, based on the requirements of CII, we develop an ontology
called Digital Construction Ontology of Semantic Image Interpretation (DiCon-SII). DiCon-
SII is an extension of our previous Digital Construction Ontologies (DiCon) [25]. The
purpose of developing DiCon-SII is two-fold. First, DiCon-SII aims to provide a generic
and formalized vocabulary to specify the objects and features in a construction image for
semantically labeled construction images. This ontology could thus trigger further image
interpretation by using feature-based inference with the semantic rules defined based on
background knowledge to interpret higher-level image semantics. Second, DiCon-SII fills
the missing links between construction entities and image contents in DiCon to enable
the integration of construction image semantics with other digital information sources. To
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demonstrate the use of the proposed framework and ontology, an example case of drywall
installation was tested with real project data.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related works on
images in construction, SII, and associated ontologies. Section 3 outlines the framework
of CII. In Section 4, the development of DiCon-SII and the ontology itself is illustrated. In
Section 5, a case study of implementing CII and DiCon-SII is demonstrated. In Section 6, the
discussion of the contributions and limitations of this work are presented, and suggestions
for future research are offered. The conclusion of the paper is given in the final section.

2. Background

This section reviews the existing research on image-related works, SII, and related
ontology and DTC research to provide a background for the development of DiCon-SII
and CII.

2.1. Image-Related Works in the Construction Domain

Image analysis could offer a more direct and consistent way to obtain more in-depth
information conveyed by images [26]. Over the past few decades, there has been a growing
research trend focused on the implementation of image-related technology in the construc-
tion domain. A major focus of this research has been detecting onsite objects, including
workers, equipment, and materials for site monitoring [27]. Chi and Caldis [8] proposed
a method of using a video camera to automatically identify both onsite personnel and
equipment. Park and Brilakis [28] presented a method for detecting construction work-
ers in video frames. Son et al. [29] introduced a vision-based collision warning system
based on the automated 3D position estimation of each worker to protect workers from
potentially dangerous situations. Some works have focused on the detection of onsite
equipment [30–32]. Others have focused on the detection of material and construction
progress using CV-based technologies, including Liu et al. [32] and Kim et al. [33]. How-
ever, these research efforts did not attempt to acquire detailed semantic information about
detected objects, especially their visible attributes.

Additionally, several past works have focused on generating additional semantic
features of the detected objects, performing detailed labeling beyond just detecting objects
in the scene, with more detailed attributes and the relations among them. Dimitrov and
Golparvar-Fard [34] and Han and Golparvar-Fard [35] presented a series of approaches us-
ing CV techniques to analyze image sources by monitoring progress and attribute changes
in building elements to classify the material. Yang [1] used the interpreted image to check
appearance changes for the purpose of indicating the progress and performance of construc-
tion. Hamledari [36] extracted the attributes of interior building objects to the reasoning
process state, although no formalized structure of image semantics was given. These works
explained how construction image contents should be semantically represented based on
background domain knowledge. Although the works extracted the image semantics, they
did not generalize its structure. Moreover, only the attribute of appearance was considered.
Thus, they still lacked a comprehensive semantic representation of the image contents, lead-
ing to difficulty in achieving further semantic-based image inference and other utilizations
of image semantics.

Many past works employ structured descriptions of image contents to infer and
extract tacit information from the image. Liu et al. [10] introduced a method of manifesting
construction activity scenes via image captioning by employing CV and natural language
generation technologies to extract the semantics of the image scene. In their research, they
classified the main scene element, developed a linguistic description schema, and used
DL to analyze image contents and generate descriptive captions of the scenes from image
contents and their features. Fang et al. [9] presented a knowledge graph-based approach to
using an ontological model to identify job hazards via image data. In this research, they
developed an ontological model to indicate four core entity classes that can be captured by
construction images, including workers, equipment, environments, and materials. This
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model can also detect the spatial relationships between different objects. Similarly, Zhong
et al. [23] addressed the approach of using an ontology model to represent the potential
hazard implied in construction images. The construction images were first semantically
annotated, after which the ontology-based inference approach was employed to identify
the potential hazard. In their model, they defined worker, equipment, material, and
environment as the main classes of the image content objects, together with four attributes:
feature, state, measurement, and appearance. These works provide examples of developing
structured construction image semantics and further inference applications, but their
applications were confined to specific themes. Therefore, they did not provide a generic
framework for image interpretation, and no comprehensive image semantic taxonomy
or ontology was given. The above works are point solutions that do not integrate image
semantics with external data and thus have limited applicability for using the image as a
data source for creating the DTC of the process.

2.2. Sematic Image Interpretation (SII)

SII is the task of generating a structured description of the content of images [20].
SII aims to describe more details from the image, including the objects in images and
their types, attributes, and relations with a formalized structure [20], and to then conduct
the interpretation of the higher-level semantics of the images, such as the context of the
image, the theme image is representing, and other tacit information that can be inferred
based on the image contents. However, the semantic gap is a major challenge when
developing the SII system and involves the lack of direct correspondence between low-
level features, including the objects and features in the images, and higher-level semantic
information [20,37].

To resolve the semantic gap in the SII structure, background knowledge and semanti-
cally labeled images are regarded as two mandatory inputs [20]. Background knowledge
refers to the knowledge and logic about the image context and content. A semantically
labeled image is an image that has been labeled in detail with its content objects and their
features with a structured semantic description. For example, in a semantically labeled
image of a construction scene, different regions of the image might be labeled as “building
element”, “material”, or “worker”, with their features and relationships also described.
This type of labeling provides a more nuanced understanding of the image content, en-
abling computers to comprehend and interpret scenes in a way that is closer to human
perception. The background knowledge can be correlated to the features represented in
the semantically labeled image to infer implicit higher-level semantic information from
low-level features of the image. For this, challenging requirements are acquiring and
representing prior knowledge and developing a structured representation of the content of
the image scene [38].

To encode the background knowledge and formalize the semantically labeled image
in both a human- and machine-understandable format, Donadello [38] suggested the use of
semantic web ontologies. These ontologies represent knowledge in specific domains, with
a formal description of their concepts and relationships. Therefore, they can first create
a representation of semantically labeled images by representing the low-level features of
image contents based on domain knowledge with a formal, explicit structure. Second,
they can provide a formalized vocabulary of concepts with explicit definitions to develop
rule-represented knowledge that can enable inference from low-level features to obtain
higher-level information about the image scene [39].

2.3. Ontology
2.3.1. Ontology and Digital Twin Construction

There is increasing implementation of semantic web ontologies in the construction
domain. Ontology is “an explicit formal specification of a conceptualization” [40], in
which the domain knowledge is modeled by Description Logic as concepts, properties,
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and the interrelationships between the concepts. Thus, it could represent the structure of
information and domain knowledge [41].

Besides providing formal domain knowledge representation, another use of ontolo-
gies in the construction domain is to address the problem of data integration [42–44].
Information heterogeneity remains a common domain issue [45] and has huge effects on
establishing the digital twin construction (DTC). A DTC refers to a virtual digital replica
that integrates various data sources, encompassing information about the construction
process [11]. DTC serves as a valuable tool for enhancing construction and operational
management. It empowers stakeholders by providing them with integrated insights into
the current status, thereby facilitating informed decision-making. The use of ontologies
allows the interrelation of different kinds of information [46]. An image can be represented
in machine-processable semantics using an ontology, which could enable integration with
other data to develop the DTC [12,19]. To realize these objectives, an ontology must de-
scribe the image contents in a formalized manner. In the following section, image-related
ontology work is reviewed.

2.3.2. Image-Related Ontology Works

Currently, numerous ontologies that are related to image semantics have been de-
veloped. In this study, these ontologies are reviewed to explore how they can solve the
semantic interpretation problem in the construction domain. The reviewed ontologies are
classified into two types: (1) generic ontologies to describe the visual contents from multi-
media and (2) other relevant ontologies in the construction domain. Table 1 summarizes
the related ontologies.

Table 1. Summary of related ontologies.

Ontologies Classes of Image Content Features and Relations of
Image Content Missing Aspects

Multimedia Analysis
Ontology [47]

Object, feature, feature
parameter, dependency

Directional and topological
object spatial relations

Detailed entities of
construction domain

Large-Scale Concept Ontology
for Multimedia (LSCOM) [48]

Program, location, people,
objects, activities, events,

and graphics
- Detailed entities of

construction domain

Visual Concept Ontology and
Image Processing

Ontology [21]
- Spatial, color, texture Detailed entities of

construction domain

Fang et al. [9] People, equipment,
material, environment Spatial relationship Features of different

construction entities

Han and Golparvar-Fard [49] Building components Physical relationship
Other types of visual objects

in construction and features of
these entities

Zhong et al. [23] People, machinery,
material, environment - Features of different

construction entities

DiCon [25] Image, agent, equipment,
building element, material - Features of different

construction entities

The first type of ontologies includes general visual content description ontologies.
The multimedia analysis ontology [47] was designed for knowledge-assisted, domain-
specific video analysis that represents the objects and corresponding features in the scene.
The large-scale concept ontology for multimedia [48] is an ontology specified to describe
video data, especially broadcasts, in which the objects in the scene are associated with
corresponding activities, locations, and programs. The visual concept ontology and image
processing ontology [24] are upper-level ontologies that match symbolic features with
semantic concepts and data.
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The second type includes image-related ontologies in the construction domain.
Fang et al. [9] developed an ontology for describing a site image to identify job haz-
ards and modeled four entities—people, equipment, material, and environment—along
with the spatial relationship between the entities. Zhong et al. [23] also developed an
ontology for supporting hazard analysis based on images. This ontology can interpret site
images semantically by annotating the entities in the scene and then, based on the image
content and domain knowledge, infer the hazard present in the image. Han and Golparvar-
Fard [49] introduced an ontology to support automated visual progress monitoring based
on point clouds, which describe the building components and the physical relationship
between them.

In a previous work, we developed Digital Construction Ontologies (DiCon) [25]. In
DiCon, the image class is modeled as an information content entity that contains visual
data. Thus, DiCon could represent the metadata of construction images. Meanwhile, DiCon
provides a unified representation of the detailed construction workflow with related entities
and relations. Although it cannot yet directly represent the content of construction images,
it could provide the vocabulary of construction entities as related to the image content. For
example, material entities, including building elements, equipment, workers, and materials,
could be captured by the image.

There are some limitations of prior ontologies related to interpreting construction
images. General visual content description ontologies provide representation for describing
visual contents in the images, but they lack the specific domain knowledge of construction.
The existing image-related ontologies in the construction domain describe the content
entities in the construction image, but two limitations can be identified. First, they have
limited relations between the modeled entities—for example, only the spatial relationships
are modeled in [35], and only physical relationships are modeled in [23]—and are thus
insufficient to represent the detailed features of the objects in the image. Second, these
ontologies have limited definitions of image metadata and have not attempted to link with
external data sources, thereby diminishing the interoperability of image semantics involved
in the construction of DTC. And, in terms of DiCon [25], although it comprehensively
models construction workflow-related entities to link with different digital construction
data, a detailed description of the visual features and relationships between entities was
not included, and thus, it is also insufficient for semantically interpreting image content.

2.4. Research Motivation and Objective

The summary of the reviewed efforts is listed in Table 2. Although state-of-the-art
implementations have made important contributions to using images as a source to support
construction management, their efforts are mostly focused on resolving the sensory gaps,
and therefore the semantic gap remains. Meanwhile, involving image semantics in the DTC
environment was neglected by previous efforts. Therefore, the problems of interpretation
and integration of construction images remain.

An ontology could provide a formalized semantic representation to describe the
construction image contents, including the construction entities, their visible features, and
relations among them. First, regarding interpretation, adopting the SII paradigm enables
us to infer meaningful higher-level semantics represented in the construction image. For
instance, we can determine the process stage of the work shown in the image by examining
the process entities and features visible within it. Second, for integration, as the construction
entities are semantically represented in the ontology, external information sources about
the entities can also be linked [46]. Thus, we posit that there is potential to develop an
ontology-based semantic image interpretation system to address both interpretation and
integration problems.

From the literature review, we conclude that an ontology that could both serve the SII
framework and integrate image semantics with other construction data to establish DTC
is still missing. Therefore, this research aims to first propose a conceptual framework to
outline the workflow of achieving the semantic interpretation of construction images and
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then integrate the image semantics with external digital construction information. Then, we
present an ontology that can provide a formalized vocabulary to represent both semantically
labeled images and background knowledge for implementing the SII paradigm.

Table 2. Summary and limitations of reviewed works.

Sector Summary and Limitation

Image-related works in construction

• Current implementations mostly are CV approaches that focus on object detection to
capture the representation of real construction objects. A semantic description of
construction image content is still lacking.

• Image data have not been integrated with other digital data sources. Hence, it is
difficult to involve the image in the DTC environment.

Semantic image interpretation (SII)

• The SII method could support the establishment of a systematic representation of
image semantics, but SII depends on domain knowledge to describe the image
scenes semantically and to achieve higher-level image semantic inference.

• Currently, the concept of SII has limited adoption in the construction domain, and no
systematic SII framework has been presented for construction images.

Ontologies

• Ontology is one solution to provide a formalized domain knowledge representation
to facilitate the interpretation of the construction image and integration with other
digital sources to build up DTC.

• To date, an adequate ontology that can directly handle the construction of SII and
integrate it with other data sources is still missing.

3. Ontology-Based Construction SII (CII)

Considering the reviewed SII paradigm and the requirement of integrating image
semantics with external digital sources, we suggested the framework of for CII, as shown
in Figure 1. CII consists of four interacting layers designed to indicate the workflow of CII,
including (1) data preparation, (2) interpretation, (3) integration, and (4) application. In the
following sections, a detailed description of each layer is presented.
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3.1. Data Preparation Layer

This is the first layer of the framework and aims to obtain the input data of the system.
Two different data streams are considered as inputs, which are the construction image
and external digital data sources. In terms of the construction image, the initial task is to
extract the image semantics from each image, including the related visible construction
entities along with their visible features and relationships. Then, the extracted image
semantics and the metadata of the image need to be mapped to an ontology that adequately
describes the image contents and generate a data graph in the RDF format to build a graph
representation of the semantically label image. RDF makes the image semantics machine-
readable and ready for inference of the higher-level image semantics and is prepared for
further integration with the external construction of digital data sources. The external
data sources, including BIM, IoT, IPS, etc., also need to be converted to the RDF format
associated with the corresponding ontologies to enable integration.

3.2. Interpretation Layer

Following the data preparation layer, the interpretation layer focuses on achieving
the interpretation of the images by using the extracted semantically labeled images. The
first task is to set up the goal of SII. According to Hudelot [24], SII is a goal-oriented
task, and, for different goals, the interpretation result may differ. For example, given a
construction site image, as shown in Figure 2a, the operation management-related personnel
may want to know the operation progress states that are represented in the image; they will
thus focus on checking the stages of the drywall installation with related entities. However,
in terms of the safety-related personnel, they may check whether safety hazards emerge
in the images, and as such, they would check whether the worker is wearing personal
protection equipment (PPE) appropriately (as shown in Figure 2b). Moreover, for different
goals, the knowledge used to interpret the image is also different. Thus, the first step in
the interpretation layer is to determine the goal of SII—in other words, to set up the scope
of the interpretation—and then obtain the corresponding knowledge needed for use in
the interpretation.
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Figure 2. The same image but different interpretations based on different goals. (a) Interpretation of
the operation progress states represented in the image; (b) interpretation of checking the worker is
wearing personal protection equipment (PPE) appropriately.

To realize further inferencing, besides the semantically labeled image, the background
knowledge that specifies the different visual features for the interpretation is required
to be input as well. Rules are one kind of knowledge representation and are expressed
by formal logic for ontology-based inferencing. They describe an entity that has certain
attributes or is related to other entities by certain relations, and thus, implicit knowledge
can be derived regarding the entity [50]. Therefore, the second step of this layer is to obtain
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and encode the background knowledge into the executable rule sets associated with the
ontology that describes the image content. The rules are often expressed by semantic web
rule language (SWRL), shapes constraint language (SHACL), or by using the SPARQL
protocol and RDF query language rules (SPARQL). Once both the semantically labeled
images and rule-represented background knowledge are generated as the two inputs of SII,
the last step in this layer is to conduct the inference for higher-level semantics by using the
developed rules.

3.3. Integration Layer

This layer aims to integrate the image semantics with the external data to develop
a semantic DTC. This process will enrich the database to provide a more comprehensive
description of the actual situation and thus trigger further applications that cannot be
achieved solely using image semantics. The input of the layer, including the semantically
labeled image, inference image semantics in the interpretation phase, and external ICT data
sources represented as RDF graphs, will then be integrated into a graph database to build
the DTC. A mapping process is required for the integration that connects the entities in the
different systems. This mapping process follows the linked data principle that finds the
related or corresponding entities in the different systems and creates new links between
them. For example, as shown in Figure 3, by using the owl:sameAs statement, we link the
drywall (Wall0602) represented in the image and with its corresponding element in the
BIM model (GUID: 1ozM5O8GJMGfHwVIxCZkGY). Similarly, the link between the same
location represented in the BIM (GUID:20FpTZCqJy2vhVJYtjulce) and IPS (2nd floor A06)
can also be established.
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3.4. Application Layer

Once the integration is achieved, useful applications based on the integrated DTC
database of the image semantics with the external data can be established to aid the user
based on various management demands, for example, complex construction management
information retrieval from the integrated database.
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4. DiCon-SII Ontology

To further support realizing the CII, an ontology is needed to (1) represent and for-
malize the construction image semantics of domain concepts and features in the image
scene based on construction domain knowledge and (2) create the link between images and
other digital data sources required to establish the image-involved DTC. Therefore, in this
research, the DiCon-SII ontology is developed. In the following parts of this section, we
will introduce the development of ontology.

In our previous research, we developed Digital Construction Ontologies (DiCon), in
which we defined construction workflow-related entities and properties and thus achieved
the ability to represent and integrate digital construction information from heterogeneous
systems [25]. Moreover, in the DiCon Information Module, we defined the image class
as an information content entity that has inherited the properties needed to describe its
metadata. However, in the DiCon, the detailed description of image contents is missing.
Therefore, our aim was to extend DiCon by using the horizontal segmentation approach
to yield a detailed description of image semantics. The horizontal segmentation approach
is addressed in the SOSA/SNN [51], which aims to develop complementary content
from new, related domains by defining classes as well as properties and connecting them
to previous ontologies. Meanwhile, to maintain consistency, the development of the
extension also follows the same hybrid development methodology of DiCon adopted
from Zhou et al. [52], which combines the advantages of the popular methodologies of
ontology development, including the Grüninger and Fox approach [53], a system known as
“METHONTOLOGY” [54], the “simple knowledge engineering methodology” (SKEM) [55],
and the Uschold and Gruninger approach [56]. As shown in Figure 4, several steps were
taken to develop DiCon-SII. In the following section, details of each step are described.
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4.1. Ontology Specification

Specification, which aims to determine the purpose and scope of the ontology, is the
initial developmental step. The specification process can help the developer to clarify
what the ontology should be. To accomplish the specification, three questions are used to
determine the purpose, scope, and end users of the ontology.
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What is the purpose of ontology? The major purpose of the ontology is to describe
contents and low-level features in construction images, including visible entities along
with their visual attributes and inter-relations, to provide the vocabulary needed for the
interpretation of the image scene and to create the link between images and other digital
data sources required to establish the image-involved DTC.

What is the scope of the ontology? Based on the intention of the ontology, DiCon-SII
can cover the entities and their visual features and relations that could be captured in the
construction images.

Who is the end user of the ontology? The end users of the developed ontology would
be from academia, software companies, and industries related to construction images. In
terms of academic researchers, they can use ontology to develop image-involved DTC.
Software companies could implement ontology as the data structure to develop software
solutions. Thus, the industrial user may not directly use the ontology but would benefit
from the software developed based on the ontology to utilize the construction image.

The specified ontology scope and purpose are further developed as competency
questions (CQs). CQs are a set of question-formulated requirements that contain the
tentative terminology of ontology classes and relations. The developed ontology should
be able to answer, as an evaluation process, whether the ontology covers the required
content [54]. By considering the initial knowledge that must be understood to semantically
describe the construction image content within the specified ontology scope, we listed the
core CQs for DiCon-SII in Table 3.

Table 3. List of core CQs of DiCon-SII.

Competency Questions

• What is the metadata of the image?

• What is the file of the image?
• When is the image created?

• What is the scene of the image?
• What details are included in the scene of the image?

• What entities are included in the image?
• What visual features and values do the entities have?
• What are the visual and physical relationships between entities?

• What visual state is the image representing?
• What relationships do the entities have between their representation in the image and in

other corresponding systems?

4.2. Knowledge Acquisition and Conceptualization

Following the specification, the knowledge acquisition phase is employed to deter-
mine what domain knowledge should be acquired for ontology development [54] and
to achieve the conceptualization of the ontology. The relevant domain knowledge was
initially reviewed during the literature review phase, including current image implemen-
tations, fundamental knowledge of SII, and related ontologies. Reviewing the existing
studies helped to determine the terminologies of classes and properties that should be
modeled to expand DiCon to DiCon-SII. First, knowledge about the domain concepts in
the construction image scene was reviewed from the literature. As discussed previously,
recent CV-related works can capture or recognize the construction process involving objects,
including workers, equipment, materials, and environment-related objects. All of these
objects can be seen and captured in the construction image scene and have different types
of visual features. Second, in terms of the different visual features of the objects, previous
studies on the SII and image ontologies were reviewed to obtain the mandatory properties
needed to describe the visual features of the objects—for example, color, size, shape—or
the relationships between different objects, like topological or spatial relationships.
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The conceptualization phase for DiCon-SII was carried out following the knowledge
acquisition. In this phase, the first step was to list the classes and define the class hierarchy,
after which the class properties were defined [55]. The terminologies used for the classes
and properties were directly acquired from the reviewed studies or ontologies to ensure
unambiguity. After the listing process, a generic ontological model was established as a core
conceptual model of the ontology with the definitions of the main classes and properties.
Such an ontological model can help to formalize the structure of the ontology and ensure
that the vocabularies it uses are coherent [57,58].

Figure 5 illustrates the ontological model of DiCon-SII as a result of the knowledge ac-
quisition and conceptualization phases. All of the new concepts and relations of DiCon-SII
have the namespace “dicsii:”. The central concept in the model is Image, whose representa-
tion has two aspects. The first aspect is the metadata of an image. Since the Image class is
a subclass of InformationContentEntity defined in the DiCon Information Module, it inher-
its the metadata-related properties from InformationContentEntity without the redundant
modeling. For instance, an Image is carried by a certain ImageFile that is stored in devices or
on a cloud service. In the second aspect, an Image is modeled with its unique ImageScene.
ImageScene is a subclass of the Context concept from DiCon and refers to the realm that
describes the detailed contents of the image scene, including the objects and their features
and properties. Each ImageScene has a resource description framework (RDF) named graph
to contain a detailed description of its contents. The reason to use named graphs is that a
certain domain object could be seen in different images but may have different features or
relationships with other objects. RDF-named graphs allow the objects to be associated with
different properties in different contexts [59]. Thus, this approach was selected to deal with
this dynamic circumstance. In terms of interpretation, each image has a represented state
that can be described with a natural language, which can be inferred based on their image
semantics and the rule-based background knowledge.
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For every named graph, there is a more detailed ontological model to represent the
contents and features of the image scene. This model absorbs and combines the knowledge
from prior works to give a generic semantic description of the image scene contents. As
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shown in Figure 6, first, the domain objects, including BuildingObjects, Agent, Equipment,
and MaterialBatch, are considered subclasses of VisibleObject. These classes are essential
concepts addressed in previous related works and have already been defined in the DiCon,
along with their internal relationships. Therefore, they can link to the corresponding
information systems, like BIM, IPS, or the logistic and Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
system. For a VisibleObject, it has different VisualFeatures as attributes, including Shape,
Color, Visibility, and Size, with certain values. These attributes have also been discussed in
the related works. Between different objects, they have VisualPhysicalRelations to indicate
their physical relations—for example, the spatial relation addressed in [9].
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4.3. Ontology Implementation

DiCon-SII was also implemented by encoding in OWL to maintain consistency with
DiCon. OWL is a W3C standard language with the advantage of providing richer semantic
expression that all concepts, relations, and attributes are modeled as classes, object proper-
ties, and data properties, respectively. The OWL-based ontology can be linked to and from
other ontologies in the broader ontology ecosystem [60]. The OWL encoding of DiCon-SII
was accomplished via Protégé, an open-source and very popular OWL editor that has
comprehensive ontology development features [61].

4.4. Ontology Evaluation

Ontology evaluation is an essential process for newly developed ontologies as it
can determine the extent to which they satisfy the requirements or are semantically and
syntactically correct [62]. The evaluation ensures that the ontologies are correct and usable
before implementing them in practical cases. We adopt the criteria-based evaluation
method to evaluate the DiCon-SII. Criteria-based evaluation is an analytic process to access
the content of an ontology [62]. Based on the purpose of DiCon-SII, we selected coverage,
consistency, clarity, and usability as four evaluation criteria. The corresponding evaluation
approaches included automated consistency checking, analysis of the clarity, the answering
of CQs, and task-based evaluation.
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4.4.1. Answering CQs

CQs are the requirement specification of the developed ontology, which should be able
to answer these questions [62]. Answering CQs is a simple way for developers to self-check
the coverage of the ontology [63]. DiCon-SII was checked to determine whether it contained
enough knowledge to answer the questions. The answering process was performed via
SPARQL queries toward the instance data from the example case in Section 5. The result of
the query is shown in Table 4, which validates that DiCon-SII can cover the requirements
we defined in the specification phase.

Table 4. Example of answering the CQs based on the instance data.

Specified CQs Title 2

What is the file of the image? ex:Image20210310_1.png
When is the image created? 2021-03-10T14:30:00”ˆˆxsd:dateTime
What is the scene of image 20210310_1? The scene graph ex:graph20210301_1

What entities are included in the image?

ex:Wall1A03 and its sub-elements:
ex:Wall1A03Stud, ex:Wall1A03Electricty,
ex:Wall1A03FrontPanel,
ex:Wall1A03BackPanel.

What visual features and value do the entities have?

dicsii:Visibility
ex:Wall1A03Stud “visible”
ex:Wall1A03Electricty “visible”
ex:Wall1A03FrontPanel “visible”
ex:Wall1A03BackPanel “not visible”

What are the visual and physical relationships between entities? ex:Wall1A03Electricty dicsii:within ex:Wall1A03Stud
What visual state is the image representing? dicsii:hasRepresentedVisualState “Wiring”
What relationships do the entities have between their
representation in the image and in other
corresponding systems?

ex:Wall1A03 owl:sameAs
ex:Wall_1ozM5O8GJMGfHwVlxCZkGy from the BIM model

4.4.2. Automated Consistency Checking

Consistency checking is performed to ensure that no contradictory facts exist in
an ontology based on description logic principles, such as logical conflicts or inconsistent
classes. Consistency checking is enabled by description logic reasoners, which perform
various automated inferencing services [62]. In the present research, consistency checking
of the proposed ontology was conducted using the Pellet reasoner [64], which is a built-
in Protégé description logics reasoner. After using the consistency checking function in
Protégé with the Pellet reasoner, DiCon-SII was confirmed to be consistent and coherent.

4.4.3. Analysis of the Clarity

Clarity refers to whether an ontology effectively communicates the intended meaning
of defined terms, which are specified without ambiguity [65]. Since DiCon-SII is the
extension of DiCon, the overlapped concepts and relations have already been evaluated.
In terms of the extended contents, to ensure their clarity, their definitions in DiCon-SII
were extracted from the existing ontologies and reviewed literature. Thus, DiCon-SII was
defined formally and unambiguously.

4.4.4. Task-Based Evaluation

The utilization of task-based evaluation served to check the ontology’s useability in
accomplishing specific tasks aligned with its designed purpose. This guiding principle led
us to conduct a case study to implement the DiCon-SII with a CII task. In the following
Section 5, the case study is described in detail.

5. Case Study

This section demonstrates a case study that implements the developed ontology and
proposed CII framework to interpret drywall installation stages from images and build
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up an image-involved DTC for the drywall installation process. The purpose of the case
is to conduct a task-based evaluation of the developed ontology to test if it can fulfill
the requirement of interpreting and integrating the construction image. We obtained
the practical data from the indoor construction phase of a residential building project
comprising 86 apartments in Espoo, Finland. The digital data acquired from this project
include the following:

1. A total of 100 images acquired from 360-degree videos of weekly drywall installa-
tion inspection from a construction project in the drywall installation phase. These
images, captured weekly, were taken of drywall partitions and pieces in apartments
from the angle of one fixed orientation to distinguish the first side panel from the
second side panel.

2. The indoor positioning system (IPS) data of the drywall installers. IPS tracked the
presence of installers in different locations, with the stationary gateways deployed in
different apartments to capture the signals from portable Bluetooth beacons attached
to the installers.

3. The architectural building information model (BIM) to provide the quantity informa-
tion of the drywalls.

The case study follows the CII architecture discussed earlier in Section 3, with its
implementation architecture details shown in Figure 7. Details of each step are explained
in the following section.
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5.1. Data Preparation

The source image was manually analyzed in order to obtain the ground truth of image
scene contents as the semantically labeled images. As an example, shown in Figure 8, the
drywall contents (BuildingObject) within the demarcated red box of the image and floorplan
were extracted with the visibility features, revealing whether the drywall components were
seen being installed or absent. They were subsequently converted to the semantically
labeled image as individual RDF-named graphs associated with the DiCon- ontology. IPS
data is also in tabular format that comprises the data of workers’ presence at the location
and time interval. As shown in Figure 7, the tabular data were converted using the DiCon
and DiCon SII as the RDF skeleton with the OpenRefine software (version 3.2). In terms
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of the architectural BIM model in IFC format, it was converted by using the IFC2LBD
converter to RDF.

1 

 

 

Figure 8. An example of the semantically labeled image.

5.2. Interpretation of Drywall Operation Stages

Installation of drywall is a crucial phase in interior construction, which involves a
sequence of stages that require precise flows, specific conditions, and a strong reliance
on other related tasks [66]. In each stage, the drywall components have different visible
features that can be used to indicate the state of the work stages. In this case, the goal
of the interpretation was to infer the operation stages of the drywall installation process
represented by the images. Based on this goal, we first acquired the background knowledge
of the drywall installation process from a Ratu card (Ratu F52-0327, 0457, and 0452) [67–69]
and translated it into rule sets. Ratu cards are Finnish guides of construction operations that
describe the detailed workflow of different construction operations, along with the features
of different stages. Thus, a Ratu card was used as a knowledge source for developing the
rule sets. Meanwhile, the work sequence from the case site began with wiring and then
proceeded to panel installation. Therefore, combining the background knowledge and
practical information, we classified seven stages in a sequence of drywall installation: “not
started”, “framing”, “wiring”, “first panel”, “second panel”, “plastering”, and “painting.”
In the different stages, the features of all drywall components are different. For example,
during the “not start” stage, there are no drywall components visible. In the “framing”
stage, only the frames of drywall are visible. In the “wiring” stage, wires and frames are
visible. Since the wall is not enclosed during the “first panel” stage, the frames and wires
are still exposed from the open side. In terms of the “second panel” stage, the drywall is
enclosed by two side panels; thus, from the same orientation as the “first panel” image, the
frames and wires are invisible. For “plastering” and “painting”, the visibility of the panels
does not change, but there is a specific value of the color feature. Thus, a logical map of the
rules can be set up, as shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. The logical map for identifying the different states of drywall installation.

Based on this logical map, the rules for inferring the drywall installation can be
encoded. In this case, we selected SPARQL as the language for expressing the rules due
to its better flexibility in handling named graphs. This approach is called materialization
inference based on logic, in which the new explicit statements are inferred and added to
the repository [70]. As an example, the query and the result for the image with the stage of
“wiring” are shown in Table 5. In the query, the INSERT function is used to create a new
RDF triple of the image and the stage represented by it when the conditions are satisfied.
After the inference process, all of the images are interpreted with respect to which drywall
operation stage they are representing.

Table 5. SPARQL query for inference images of target drywall with the “wiring” stage.

INSERT {?image dicsii:hasRepresentedVisualState “Wiring”}
WHERE {

?image dicsii:contentRepresentedIn ?imagescene.
?imagescene dicc:hasContent ?graph.

GRAPH ?graph {
?1stPanel dicsii:hasVisibleFeature ?1stPanelvisibility.
?1stPanelvisibility a dicsii:Visibility.
?1stPanelvisibility dicv:hasPropertyState ?1stPanelvisibilityState.
?1stPanelvisibilityState dicv:hasValue “False”.

?Wire dicsii:hasVisibleFeature ?Wirevisibility.
?Wirevisibility a dicsii:Visibility.
?Wire visibility dicv:hasPropertyState ?WirevisibilityState.
?Wire visibilityState dicv:hasValue “True”.

?Frame dicsii:hasVisibleFeature ?Framevisibility.
?Framevisibility a dicsii:Visibility.
?Framevisibility dicv:hasPropertyState ?FramevisibilityState.
?FramevisibilityState dicv:hasValue “True”.

?2ndPanel dicsii:hasVisibleFeature ?2ndPanelvisibility.
?2ndPanelvisibility a dicsii:Visibility.
?2ndPanelvisibility dicv:hasPropertyState?2ndPanelvisibilityState.
?2ndPanelvisibilityState dicv:hasValue “False”.

}
}
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5.3. Integration

As mentioned, if the image semantics can be integrated with existing ICT implementa-
tions, the images could become important source data for creating the DTC to reflect real or
semi-real situations [19]. For this reason, CII and DiCon-SII were implemented to facilitate
the fusion of heterogeneous information to build a DTC of drywall operation that involved
image, IPS, and BIM data. In the data preparation phase described in Section 5.1, the data
inputs have been converted into RDF representation. For the integration, the task is to
map the heterogeneous sources by linking the same entities represented in the different
systems. In our previous research of the DiCon [25], we achieved similar data mapping
of these systems with the DiCon. The mapping of the data is as depicted in Figure 10;
the alignment RDF statements were added to the RDF graphs, and the integration was
achieved automatically when they were stored in the Graph DB tool.
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5.4. Use Case: Complex Query for Retrieving Productivity Information

To further demonstrate the potential and usage of the image-involved DTC, a use case
served to query the integrated data and interpret drywall stage information to achieve
complex queries for determining the drywall operation productivity. From the image
interpretation, we can infer stage information of the drywall operation but not the actual
duration of the worker in the observed location. On the other hand, IPS provides duration
information but not the quantity information of the drywalls in the location. Thus, the
two data sources are complementary.

To infer productivity, we utilized the inferred stage information from the interpretation
phase to query the date interval between two images that contained stage changes in the
same drywall. Then, we checked whether other drywalls exhibited stage change in the
same location within the date interval and extracted the total area of the wall with a stage
change as the workload quantity. Finally, we used this date interval as the time range
to find the presence stamps of the drywall partitioner in the location. The first and last
presence of the partitioner indicate the actual start and finish time of the stage change. Thus,
a productivity index can be calculated as the total area of drywall that has a stage change
in the location divided by the actual work duration between actual start and finish times.
A set of SPARQL queries were set up for the target information retrieval. As shown in
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Table 6, the first query used was the SELECT function to first find the images for a drywall
that has inferred the “not started” and “framed” stage and then find the creation time of the
images to indicate the time interval between the stage change in the drywall. The second
query was employed to determine the area of drywall whose stage changed to “framing”
from the BIM model. By using the SELECT function with the logic path of finding the
drywall, the image is represented, and its corresponding representation in the BIM model,
the area of the drywall can be extracted. The third query was used to detect the presence of
the partitioner in Apartment 2D from the IPS.

Table 6. SPARQL queries for images depicting the drywall partition stage changes, work quantity,
and worker presence.

SELECT ?date1 ?date2
WHERE
{?image1 dicsii:hasRepresentedVisualState “not start”.

?image2 dicsii:hasRepresentedVisualState “Framing”.
?image1 dici:isCreatedAt ?date1.
?image2 dici:isCreatedAt ?date2.

?image1 dici:isAbout <http://example.aalto.fi/example.aalto.fi/Wall/2d/d1>.
?image2 dici:isAbout <http://example.aalto.fi/example.aalto.fi/Wall/2d/d1>.
.}

SELECT distinct ?id ?area
#show the id and area of wall d1 in BIM and images
where
{?image dici:isAbout ?wall.
?image dici:isCreatedAt ?date.
?image dicsii:hasRepresentedVisualState “Framing”.
?bimwall owl:sameAs ?wall.
?bimwall props:globalIdIfcRoot_attribute_simple ?id.
?bimwall props:glazingAreaFraction_simple ?area.
filter(?date > “2021-03-02”ˆˆ<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#Date> && ?date
<“2021-03-11”ˆˆ<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#Date>)

}
}

SELECT distinct ?observation ?begin ?end
#show the presence of Partitioner in apt2d
where {
?observation time:hasBeginning ?begin.
?observation time:hasEnd ?end.
?observation time:hasDuration ?dura.
?observation sosa:isObservedBy ?gateway.
?gateway dice:isLocatedIn <http://example.aalto.fi/Apartment/2d>.
filter(?begin > “2021-03-03T00:00:00”ˆˆ<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime> &&
?begin <“2021-03-11T00:00:00”ˆˆ<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime>)
}

By extracting this information, the time range extracted in the first query was used as
the time range to filter the workers’ presence in the location. By running this set of queries,
the total area of drywall in Apartment 2D at the “framing” stage was extracted as 54.49 m2,
and the total work duration was 8 h 58 min. Thus, the productivity of the partitioner for
the framing task in Apartment 2D can be calculated as 54.49/8.97 = 6.07 m2/h.

The case study implemented the proposed DiCon-SII ontology and CII framework
with the entire workflow of data preparation, interpretation, integration, and application.
First, the case achieved to utilize DiCon-SII represented semantically described image
contents and their features and combined with the domain knowledge to infer drywall
process stage information represented by the image. Second, it illustrates the capability
of DiCon-SII to provide a formalized vocabulary for representing construction image
semantics to integrate image and external source data. Moreover, the integrated data
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can be used in conjunction with DiCon to conduct a complex query to retrieve drywall
productivity information, which is not possible using a single data source alone. In sum,
as a task-based evaluation, the case validates the usability of DiCon-SII to provide a
formalized vocabulary for representing construction image semantics to complete the task
of interpretation and integration.

6. Discussion
6.1. Contribution to Knowledge

In this work, we identified major challenges in making effective use of construction
images, namely the problems of effective interpretation of images and integration with other
data sources. We developed the DiCon-SII ontology along with the CII framework to
address these challenges. The study makes the following contributions: (1) improving the
interpretation of construction images and (2) enabling the integration between construction
images and other digital construction data sources.

First, the proposed framework (CII) illustrates the workflow of implementing the
SII method based on ontology in the construction domain to support construction image
interpretation. Previous efforts have neglected SII as a goal-oriented task since they were
confined to single SII goals concerning the specific theme—thus, no generic and system-
atic SII framework was addressed by these works. Therefore, the previous approaches
may not be suitable for other SII goals in the construction sector. CII provides a generic
guide from the beginning to set up the SII goals, acquire the related knowledge, and use
ontology to generate the semantically labeled image and encode the knowledge to rule sets
for the inference of higher-level semantics. Beyond the SII paradigm, the addressed CII
framework also takes the integration into account. Since construction involves heteroge-
neous data/information streams. To further fulfill the aim of CII, we proposed a DiCon-SII
ontology that specifically expanded and designed for construction images by thoroughly
collecting semantic image knowledge from various previous studies and combining it with
holistic construction knowledge. DiCon-SII provides a specific conceptualization of the
entities and relations of the construction image. Thus, DiCon-SII can adequately provide
the generic vocabulary required to represent the low-level features of construction images
to fit with the CII. This also provides a way to represent image information in a structured
manner. Compared to existing efforts for interpreting construction image semantics, DiCon-
SII obtained specific construction domain knowledge to describe the concepts and features
in the construction image scene. Moreover, the DiCon-SII implemented the OWL, which
enabled it to conduct the rule-based inference to achieve the interpretation of higher-level
information extract, for example, the drywall installation stage extraction in the case study.

Second, DiCon-SII and CII also maximize the utilization of image semantics, not only
providing a guideline for higher-level semantics inference but also enabling integration
with external data sources to build the DTC. Although images contain massive amounts
of information to reflect the construction process, they are also a point solution that can
only capture the information from a visual aspect. To build up a holistic situation com-
prehension, the image should collaborate with other digital systems to establish a digital
twin. CII describes the process of integrating image semantics and external information,
thus enabling the building of the semantic DTC and presenting ways to conduct further
complex queries to utilize the integrated data in the DTC. Meanwhile, leveraging by se-
mantic web ontology, DiCon-SII uses the structured description of image semantics and
metadata based on DiCon to achieve systematic integration with external ICT data. This
makes the image one part of the DTC. Therefore, the proposed ontology also addresses
the data fusion problem of DTC, which is known as one bottleneck of establishing the
DTC [11,19]. Hence, DiCon-SII contributes a solution that could support the establishment
of a comprehensive DTC with the images, further enabling more complex queries to retrieve
interesting information.

By addressing the interpretation and integration challenges in construction images,
DiCon-SII and CII can offer several practical benefits:
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1. Improving automatic image analysis: Resolving interpretation issues ensures that the
computer comprehends the content of construction images, enabling automatic infer-
ence for image analysis. This leads to more precise and automated analysis, enhancing
the stakeholders understanding the situation represented in construction images.

2. Enhancing situational awareness onsite: Integrated and interpreted construction
image data forms a robust foundation for establishing the image-involved DTC. Such
a DTC provides project managers and stakeholders with comprehensive insights into
onsite situations, fostering more informed and successful decision-making.

3. Providing a versatile tool for construction image analysis and management: The pre-
sented ontology and framework serve as a versatile tool for researchers and industrial
users in the construction domain. It accommodates those with related works requir-
ing the analysis or management of construction images. The ontology’s extendibility
allows users to further expand DiCon-SII with specific concepts and properties, ad-
dressing different SII goals, such as quality inspection, safety issues, and progress
checking. Additionally, CV/DL researchers in the construction domain can leverage
the proposed ontology to link with their works and explore its potential to enhance
their approaches via ontology-based inference, improving the accuracy of object
classification and higher-level image semantic inference.

6.2. Limitations and Future Works

Despite the novelty of the research presented here, it has several limitations that must
be addressed in future work.

First, this research is our initial step in exploring the use of image semantics for
supporting construction management. No CV-/AI-based approaches were used in this
research for object recognition and feature retrieval. The scope of this research starts from
the semantic aspect to provide an ontology-based framework to describe the construction
of image contents and achieve the interpretation and integration of image information.
Thus, we used the ground truth data as the facts for achieving the inference. Automated
image processing is currently out of the scope of this research. As future work, we are cur-
rently developing an approach that combines CV/AI algorithms to recognize objects and
extract their key features from onsite images with DiCon-SII for the purpose of generating
semantically labeled images in an RDF format with large language models (LLMs). This
upcoming research will provide further validation of the DiCon-SII and achieve the auto-
matic generation of semantically labeled images and inferences with the rule-represented
background knowledge, as shown in this work.

Second, the case study is only tested on specific drywall installation trade. In terms of
the construction process inference of the drywall installation case, we applied Ratu cards,
a Finnish standardized construction operation guide, as the background knowledge to
determine the drywall installation operation sequence and the key features of the process
states. In reality, drywall installation has a certain degree of freedom of work sequence,
although, in other contexts, the work sequence might be different. Thus, the developed
rule sets, in this case, were confined to Finland and may not be applicable in other cases.
In general, this is a problem of the rule’s genericity. To address this problem, our research
group is developing a conceptual platform called the construction process library (CPL),
which is a general collection and representation of construction process knowledge. The
CPL is intended to be an open platform for representing construction domain knowledge
into executable semantic rules and allowing users throughout the world to create, reuse,
and share the rules to support information retrieval in the construction sector [71]. The
image feature rules are one of the core themes of the CPL for collecting the key visual
features of different types of the construction process and encoding the knowledge to
ontological rule representation. By using DiCon and DiCon-SII as the unique vocabulary to
build the rules, users in the construction sector worldwide can contribute to building the
rules or reuse existing rules in the library for semantic image inferencing.
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Finally, the proposed ontology requires iterative maintenance and refinement [62]. It
should be emphasized that no “perfect” ontologies exist because ontologies are developed
based on knowledge. Their contents should be synchronized with dynamic changes in
domain knowledge and interests [72]. Therefore, DiCon-SII needs continuous refinement
to account for the latest knowledge and user interests.

7. Conclusions

This paper presents a novel ontology-based approach that adopts the semantic image
interpretation (SII) paradigm to interpret construction images and an ontology to describe
the detailed construction image contents semantically. The proposed CII framework and
DiCon-SII address the inherent challenges of construction image interpretation and inte-
gration. First, the CII framework outlines the workflow of achieving image interpretation
and integration. To support CII, DiCon-SII was developed to semantically describe for-
malized and linkable vocabulary for visual construction contents and features. These
modeled contents and features enable DiCon-SII to be used to interpret higher-level seman-
tics about the construction image scene and bridge images and other digital systems to
help construct an image-involved DTC. Overall, DiCon-SII and CII provide the basis for
representing construction image semantics and thus enable further interpretation. Novel
applications of construction image semantics can be developed and applied to support
information retrieval and image management to improve situational awareness of the
construction process.

To achieve automated image analysis and exploit the potential of DiCon-SII and CII,
further research is needed. Future work will focus on further exploiting the combination
of CV/DL and LLMs with ontologies and semantic web rules to build a system for auto-
matically analyzing construction images. This direction will be explored with larger and
standard construction image datasets.
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